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OPERATIONAL BASICS
The EDGE inverted log splitter is designed to split logs right on the 
ground, or to lift and transport logs for splitting directing into a trailer or 
other location.  
Operators can remain in the comfort and protection of the cab while 
managing all of the controls right from the seat.  Position the log with 
the front of the splitter, lower the splitter over the log and engage the 
auxiliary hydraulics to split logs up to 24” long.  

The splitter on this attachment can also be unbolted from the quick 
attach and fl ipped 180 degrees for upright splitting applications.  The 
inverted log splitter comes complete with hoses and fl at face couplers.

EDGE® INVERTED LOG SPLITTER
Double your productivity with the EDGE inverted log splitter providing 
a fast, easy and cost-effective alternative to the back-breaking job of 
splitting wood.  Split wood up to 24” with less time and effort.  

edgeattach.com

INVERTED LOG SPLITTER

FEATURES
• No need to lift heavy wood for splitting
• Operate controls from the comfort of the cab
• Splitter can be converted for upright splitting applications
• Split logs up to 24” long

SPECIFICATIONS

 Model
Weight
(lbs/kg)

Hyd. Req.
(gpm/lpm)

Cylinder Size(s) 
(in/mm) Power

Max. Log Length
(in/mm)

LSI24S 339/179.2 10-20/38-76 4x24/102x610 20 Tons 24/610

*Note: Machine compatibility is based on operating capacity of the machine and the weight of the attachment

Powerful cylinder drives 20 tons of force 
to splitting wedge

Powerful cylinder drives 20 tons o
to splitting wedge

Split wood up to 24” long 
on the ground, or off the 

ground.  
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Radial Skid Loaders Vertical Skid Loaders Track Loaders Articulated Loaders

Machine Compatibility
   Gehl / Mustang

3640E/
2026

R135/
1350R

R150/
1500R

R165/
1650R

R190/
1900R

R220/
2200R

R260/
2600R

V270/
2700V

V330
3300V

V400/
4000V

RT175/
1750RT

RT210/
2100RT

RT250/
2500RT 340 540 650/

608
750/
708

*Inverted Log Splitter ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦


